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Rainbow Rocks
By Elizabeth Preston

In China, a colorful area of land has been called the “rainbow mountains.” In this text, Elizabeth Preston
describes how they formed. As you read, take notes on how the colorful mountains came to be.

These snazzy1 stripes may look like an artist’s
creation, but they’re all natural. They’re part of a
formation2 in China nicknamed the “rainbow
mountains.”

The stripes used to be hidden, stacked
underground like layers in a cake. The layers
formed over a very long time. In some layers,
water and oxygen mixed with iron in the rock to
turn it red, like rusting metal. In others, tiny
amounts of different minerals3 in the rock
created colors such as green, yellow, or blue.
Then, about 55 million years ago, two of the
Earth’s tectonic plates4 smashed into each other
in slow motion. All that rock was pushed upward
to form mountains — and those colorful layers were hidden no longer.

[1]

1. stylish; attractive
2. something naturally formed on Earth’s surface, such as mountains, valleys, or hills
3. substances that form naturally in rocks
4. the large, moving plates that make up the outer layer of the Earth
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Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. PART A: Which sentence describes the main idea of the text?
A. The rainbow mountains are too perfect to have been made by nature.
B. Artists can’t create anything as beautiful as the rainbow mountains.
C. The rainbow mountains are an amazing natural formation.
D. There are likely other beautiful, hidden sites around the world.

2. PART B: Which detail from the text best supports the answer to Part A?
A. “They’re part of a formation in China nicknamed the ‘rainbow mountains.’”

(Paragraph 1)
B. “The stripes used to be hidden, stacked underground like layers in a cake.”

(Paragraph 2)
C. “Then, about 55 million years ago, two of the Earth’s tectonic plates smashed

into each other in slow motion.” (Paragraph 2)
D. “All that rock was pushed upward to form mountains — and those colorful

layers were hidden no longer.” (Paragraph 2)

3. Why does the author compare the colorful stripes to a layered cake?
A. to draw attention to how bright the layers of rocks are beneath the surface
B. to help readers understand how the layers sat beneath the surface
C. to explain how high the layers in the mountains stack up
D. to suggest that it’s easy to cut into the layers of the mountain

4. What happened between when the layers were hidden underground and when they
became visible as mountains?

A. The layers formed as different colors.
B. The Earth’s plates ran into each other.
C. The Earth’s surface started to weaken.
D. The layers were uncovered by scientists.

5. How are the colors in the rainbow mountains related to the rocks’ ingredients?
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Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. Would you ever want to visit the rainbow mountains to see them in person? Why or why
not? What are other colorful things in nature that you have seen?

2. In the text, the author describes the colorful appearance of the mountains. How do these
mountains compare to other mountains you’ve seen?
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